FRIEDMAN FAMILY VISITING
PROFESIONALS PROGRAM
Visit to University of University of Washington: March 4,
2019
This report summarizes the visit of Jay Wilson from the Clackamas County Department of Disaster Management
that took place at the University of Washington on March 4, 2019

ITINERARY OR AGENDA
TIME:
8:30 AM – 9:30 AM
9:30 AM – 10:00 AM
10:00 AM – 11:00 AM
11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
12:15 PM – 1:30 PM
1:00 PM – 2:30 PM
5:00 PM – 6:30 PM
6:30 PM – 8:30 PM

ACTIVITY:
Breakfast and discussion at Portage Bay Café with EERI Student Chapter Officers
Campus tour and walk to More Hall (Civil Engineering building)
Meeting with Prof. Jeffrey Berman, discussion on multi-disciplinary M9 project at UW
Meeting with Prof. Joseph Wartman, discussion of NHERI RAPID reconnaissance
facility
Lunch and discussion with graduate students and postdoctoral students at Agua
Verde Cafe
Walk through northern part of campus, meeting with Bob Freitag, discussion on
hazard mitigation
Jay Wilson presents lecture to UW EERI Student Chapter and EERI Washington
Professional Chapter
Social hour with student chapter and professional chapter officers

STUDENT CHAPTER VISIT PLANNING COMMITTEE
LEAD ORGANIZERS:






Andrew Makdisi, Vice President, amakdisi@uw.edu
Sarah Wichman, President, wichman@uw.edu
Karen Izumoto, Outreach Coordinator, kizumoto@uw.edu
Kamal Ahmed, Secretary, kamal2@uw.edu
Alex Baird, Treasurer, abaird2@uw.edu

VISITING PROFESSIONAL LECTURE OVERVIEW
Mr. Wilson presented to a group of approximately 25 students, professors, and industry professionals on the role
of local emergency management in implementing national and state resilience goals. He provided numerous
vivid examples from his experiences in earthquake reconnaissance in Italy and Japan.
Lecture Abstract
This EERI Professional Lecture will frame the concept and purpose of community disaster resilience from the
perspective of local emergency management leadership. How can national and state resilience goals be
implemented locally? How is resilience translated into action for decisions and investments? How can
communities facing high seismic risk better align with climate resilience initiatives? In this lecture Jay will broadly
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address these topics by examining the context of the 2013 Oregon Resilience Plan and the 2015 Community
Resilience Planning Guide by the National Institute of Science and Technology and how resilience is being
demonstrated in the Portland metro region. Jay will also reference examples from his multiple EERI Learning
From Earthquake trips to the Tohoku tsunami zone and central Italy.
Professional Bio
Jay Wilson is the Clackamas County Resilience Coordinator with the Department of Disaster Management and
spearheads the County's efforts to reduce risks and assess hazards including flood, earthquake, wildfire,
volcano, and climate change impacts. Mr. Wilson is the past-Chair (2014-17) of the Oregon Seismic Safety
Policy Advisory Commission (OSSPAC) and previously worked for Oregon Emergency Management and as a
Mitigation Reservist with FEMA Regions IX and X.
Jay recently completed a two-year appointment as a Resilience Fellow with the National Institute of Standards
and Technology during the development of the 2015 Community Resilience Planning Guide. He is a member of
the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute and has completed post-earthquake reconnaissance trips to
Japan (2011) and Central-Italy (2017). Jay holds an M.A. in geography and a B.A. in film and lives in Portland,
Oregon.

SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITES
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Breakfast and Lunchtime Discussions with Graduate Students and Postdoctoral Researchers
The breakfast and lunch mealtimes were used as an opportunity for an informal discussion with Jay Wilson
about his role as Clackamas County resilience coordinator, as well as the various topics that each of the
graduate students are researching at UW. As the UW EERI student group is comprised mostly of students in the
Civil Engineering department, this was a unique opportunity for us to gain critical insights regarding hazard
mitigation from a public policy perspective. Joining Mr. Wilson for breakfast were EERI student officers Andrew
Makdisi, Sarah Wichman, Kamal Ahmed, Karen Izumoto, and Alex Baird. Joining Mr. Wilson at lunch was
Andrew Makdisi, and former EERI Student chapter president Andy Sen, who is a current postdoctoral researcher
at UW. The discussion was extremely lively, and both breakfast and lunch lasted somewhat longer than initially
scheduled.
Meeting with Prof. Jeffrey Berman and Prof. Joseph Wartman
Mr. Wilson spent about one hour meeting with Dr. Jeff Berman, professor of structural engineering at UW. Prof.
Berman is one of the principal investigators of the “M9” project, a multi-year, multi-disciplinary effort from
various researchers at UW, considering the impacts of a magnitude-9 Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake
on the Puget Sound Region and Pacific Northwest. The discussion focused on how many of the technical
aspects (seismological, geotechnical, and structural) of the project are being used to inform urban planning
and public policy decisions. Mr. Wilson then spent one hour meeting with Dr. Joe Wartman, professor of
geotechnical engineering at UW. Prof. Wartman is the director of the NHERI RAPID facility, hosted at UW, which
provides numerous, state-of-the-art tools for researchers to quickly collect high-quality data in areas recently
affected by natural disasters.
Social Hour with EERI Students and Professional M embers
At the conclusion of Mr. Wilson’s evening lecture, an informal discussion with several EERI students and
professional members took place at a nearby restaurant. The main discussion consisted of the Washington EERI
Chapter’s efforts in URM and seismic safety advocacy, and Mr. Wilson’s corresponding experience with such
efforts in the Portland area. Attendees included student officers Sarah Wichman, Alex Baird, and Andrew
Makdisi; and EERI professional chapter members Kyle Steuck (EERI Washington president, Degenkolb Engineers),
and Cale Ash (Degenkolb Engineers).

RESULTS, FEEDBACK AND LESSONS LEARNED
Overall, Mr. Wilson’s visit was an excellent, positive experience for the UW Student Chapter. It was our goal from
the beginning to bring in a professional with extensive experience from outside our core disciplines (structural
and geotechnical engineering), and Jay’s experience and affability made it an absolute pleasure to interact
with him throughout the day. The decision to present his evening lecture as a joint event with the Washington
Professional Chapter was a significant benefit, as it allowed for exposure to a wider range of attendees, and
presented a chance to showcase both the student and professional chapters to the greater Seattle area –
given that both chapters are relatively new, we viewed this as a valuable opportunity.
Several challenges were encountered during the planning phase – the most significant of which was the need
to postpone Mr. Wilson’s initially scheduled visit (February 11th) due to adverse winter conditions, resulting in
closure of the UW campus. The re-scheduled date of March 4th, which was the day before the beginning of the
EERI annual meeting in Vancouver, saw a substantially smaller attendance than previously hoped. Secondly,
the student organizers found that coordinating logistics for an event through UW can be somewhat
challenging. Subsequent EERI events hosted at UW have been coordinated (i.e. venue and food reservations)
by the UW Civil Engineering faculty, and we have found that this results in a much smoother process. While we
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still believe that the student organizers should be responsible for setting the visitation date and activities
schedule, deferring to the supporting faculty on providing the venue and food logistics is a far more efficient
option.
For future potential Friedman visits, the UW Student Chapter, we hope to continue the tradition of bringing in
speakers with a relatively broad background, or speakers with expertise in areas that our members are typically
less familiar with. We also hope to increase our undergraduate participation in these events. Some potential
future topics may include:




Hazard and risk analysis
Public policy and urban planning around disaster resilience
Earthquake reconnaissance
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The University of Washington EERI Student Chapter gratefully acknowledges the support of the Friedman Family
for sponsoring the travel of Mr. Jay Wilson through their Friedman Family Visiting Professional Program
endowment.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS
Included at the end of this report are the following:



The flyer for Mr. Wilson’s evening lecture
Distinguished Lecture from Tom Tobin, former EERI president and past director of the California Seismic
Safety Commission. This was sent to the UW student chapter by Mr. Wilson, who often refers to this call to
action, and hoped it may provide some vision and motivation for the UW EERI Chapter members.
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Please join us for the EERI at UW Friedman
Family Visiting Professionals Program Lecture
Pursuing Community Disaster Resilience: Challenges and
Opportunities
Featuring Jay Wilson, Clackamas County Resilience Coordinator
RESCHEDULED TIME:

Monday, March 4, 5:30pm
Alder Hall Auditorium
University of Washington

This EERI Professional Lecture will frame the concept and purpose of
community disaster resilience from the perspective of local emergency
management leadership. How can national and state resilience goals be
implemented locally? How is resilience translated into action for decisions
and investments? How can communities facing high seismic risk better
align with climate resilience initiatives? In this lecture Jay will broadly
address these topics by examining the context of the 2013 Oregon
Resilience Plan and the 2015 Community Resilience Planning Guide by
the National Institute of Science and Technology and how resilience is
being demonstrated in the Portland metro region. Jay will
also reference examples from his multiple EERI Learning From
Earthquake trips to the Tohoku tsunami zone and central Italy.
Jay Wilson is the Clackamas County Resilience Coordinator with the Department of Disaster
Management and spearheads the County's efforts to reduce risks and assess hazards including flood,
earthquake, wildfire, volcano, and climate change impacts. Mr. Wilson is the past-Chair (2014-17) of
the Oregon Seismic Safety Policy Advisory Commission (OSSPAC) and previously worked for
Oregon Emergency Management and as a Mitigation Reservist with FEMA Regions IX and X.
Free and open to the public. No RSVP required. Social Hour to follow at Big Time Brewing.

For questions or more information,
contact the EERI at UW student chapter
at EERIatUW@uw.edu

